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WHO KNOWS THE ANSWER 

Having wondered from time to time how some of the  
Identifications in our Catalogue get such differing initials from  
their users, we wonder whether someone would search out these  
anomolies and come up with the answers. 

A few examples are quoted below and we should be happy to  
hear from anyone who can provide answers. 
a)  Why do CENTRO DE CERALES use the letter 'B' for a perfin? 
b)  Who are BC/C (cat. 125) at Manchester who are part of the  

Imperial Chemical Industries? 
c)  Similarly, who are BD (cat No. 191.1) whose letter heading  

or envelope flap obviously showed 'IMPERIAL CHEMICAL  
INDUSTRIES, DYESTUFFS DIVISION' also of Manchester? 

d)  Is it not possible that 'SHORN WOOLS LIMITED' and 'MARINE 
WOOL COMPANY LIMITED' are subsidiaries of Joseph Brennan  
Limited of Bradford? They all use the same die (Cat. No. 1.35) 

e)  Why do Prices Patent Candle Company of London use the perfin  
CL (Cat. No. 421.4)? 

f)  What does the 'I' represent in the EIA (Cat No. 217) of the 
Earlswood Asylum perfin? 

g)  Who or what is C/MP (Cat. No. 503) used by the UNITED  
CREAMERIES LIMITED of Glasgow? 

 
MATERIAL WANTED 

Right at the moment there seems to be a dirth of material for  
the Bulletin and we would welcome contributions of any sort from 
members. A few notes on your favourite perfins, or topic would do  
as in the following item. 
BIRKBECK BANK 

The following is extracted from a letter sent to us by Mr Eades  
some 15 months ago which we have been intending to find space for  
ever since. 

"BIRKBECK - I have never been happy about this identification.  
Does definite proof exist that these stamps were used by the Bank? 

I speak as a more or less interested party as I worked in  
that most wonderful building – then possessing the second largest  
dome in London - in 1914, when we, the then London County and 
Westminster Bank took over the Birkbeck Bank. 

Incidently, this Bank should never have been made bankcrupt.  
Even so, it paid out nearly 20/- in the £1.  

However, the Bank stemmed out of the Building Society which 
had been established for some years hut was then - just prior to  
World War 1 - short of liquid funds. Were these perfins by any  
chance issued by the Building Society? The address of both was  
Chancery Lane. The Banking Building became our Chancery Lane 
Branch." 

Editor's Note:  Mr K. Rymer Young has a piece definitely 
identifying the Bank with the perfin. 
 

THIS MONTH'S CONTENTS:  Two pages of general interest, Railway 
Perfins pages 25, 26 & 27, one page of  

New Identities, Pages L5 & L6 of the Identities Catalogue, Page  
3 of the Full names listing and Worksheets Nos. 12 & 13 for Full  
Names. 
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WHO KNOWS THE ANSWER? 

Not many members seemed to be able to help with the queries  
posed in our last issue but the information which was forthcoming  
is as follows, acknoledgement of the source is given at the end of  
each paragraph. 
a)  Centro de Cereales "B". No information. 
b)  BC/C - Broughton Copper Co., Ltd, Manchester was registered in 
  1897. Its name was changed to Broughton Copper Works in  
December 1942 and became a part of Imerial Chemical Industries  
in 1952.                  (Mr K. Rymer Young) 

c)  BD - British Dyestuffs Corporation (Blackley) Limited was first 
registerd as Levinstein Limited in 1895. Its name was changed  
to the above in 1912. It became part of British Dyestuffs 
Corporation Limited in December 1923, then I.C.I. (Dyestuffs) 
Limited in 1940 and Imperial Cheminal Industries Limited in  
1952.                    (Mr K. Rymer Young) 

d)  Joseph Brennan subsidiaries? No information. 
e)  CL - "Difficult to trace in the Stock Exchange Year Book but  

Price Company is now a subsidiary of Unilevers Limited dating  
back to the time when it was Lever Brothers Limited. 

(Mr K. Rymer Young) 
"To me it is obvious - but only as a guess CL would 

stand for 'Candle Light'. In my youth (with no gas or electric 
light) Candle Light was a common phrase, such as electric light 
might be today.               (Mr E. Eades) 

f)  EIA -"According to the Hospital Year Book the present title  
is Royal Earlswood Institution but in the days of Q.V. and 
K.E.VII. they still used the word ASYLUM." (Mr K. Rymer Young) 

"I have an entire dated 15th October 1904 which comprises  
a cover (K.E.VII. 1d) postmarked London, E.C., and an invoice  
for a half year payment of £44.12.6d. It is headed:. "THE 
EARLSWOOD ASYLUM" which gives no clue to the I in EIA. However  
at the base it states 'Printed by the Inmates, at the Asylum, 
Earlswood, Red Hill, Surrey.t So perhaps the 'I' stands for 
'Inmates' !? -- Perhapsl"          (Mr P. Redmond) 

g)  "The full address printed on piece 11th May 1945 is, The  
United Creameries Limited, Princes Square, Buchanan Street, 
Glasgow, C.1. Again your guess."      (Mr K. Rymer Young) 

 
Further Queries 
 
1.  M 11 4½mm. Mr McKee has a user of this as McK & Co of 14,  

Waterloo Place, London, S.W.L. Does anyone know the full  
name? Is it McKENNA & COMPANY as for Cat. 132.3? 

2.  What does the ICV (Cat-52.1) listed as being used by the WEST 
GREEN P.S.A. DIVIDEND SOCIETY stand for? 

3.  Why do the Fendrake Trading Co., Ltd., London, E.C.3. use the 
perfin K (Cat. 1.1)? 

4.  Who are K (Cat. 1.11) who are said to be part of Imperial  
Chemical Industries of Witton, Birmingham? 

5.  Who are STONARD & COMPANY LIMITED, STONARD TREMCO LIMITED and  
BJN JOTON (UK) LIMITED all of whom use the perfin LB (Cat.26. 
subsidiaries of Lewis Berger? 

6.  LB/&Co (Cat. 36.2) why is this used by THE CHESTERGATE HAT 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY of London, W.1.? 

 
STOP PRESS:  For 'f' above Jack Brandt suggests (the obvious?)  

"INSANE ASYLUM". 
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